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The Challenge

The Solution

W Advisers JTB boutique law firms that specialiseT in
complex legal work usually completed by national law
firms. We address challenging corporate MBX JOTPMWFODZ 
and commercial dispute matters using small teams that
GPDVTPOHFUUJOHSFTVMUT quickly. In legal research, our firm
expects two deliverables. We obviously require top quality
staff who are excellent at research. Additionally, we ensure
they usF premium tools to get the job done. We expect the
legal research technology we invest in to be
comprehensive, QSPWJEF the option to sift between
information that is QPUFOUJBMMZrelevant, balanced with the
key information we require.

We’ve been using the new Westlaw productJOCFUBNPEF
GPSTPNFUJNF and my UFBN have been full of praise for it.
In fact, it’s enabled VT to provide deliverables faster which
in turn JNQSPWFTQFSGPSNBODF. One of the things we all are
accustomed to with searching on the *OUFSOFU is natural
search terms. None of us know how to master the art of
Boolean search, I certainly don’t. +unior staffIBWF been
using the new Natural Legal Language 4earch capabilities
on the newly iterated Westlaw and have enjoyed NPSF
IPOFE results and faster answers.

In any search result, whether legal or non-legal, you often
get bombarded with CPUILFZBOEMFTTSFMFWBOUBOTXFST
The more the research tool can filter the answers that we
might need to know UPIJHIMJHIUUIF answers we really need
to know, the better.

We relied on the OFX
Westlaw for our searches,
and were delighted with
the result in court.

We actually had a matter recently JOWPMWJOHJOTPMWFODZ
QSPDFFEJOHT Those matters by their nature are urgent as
you need to present in court with a range of evidence. 8F
XFSFJOTUSVDUFEBXFFLCFGPSFUIFIFBSJOH TPXe relied on
the new Westlaw for our searches, and were delighted with
the result in court. We produced 600 pages of evidence
which we filed in the Federal Court on the dayXF
VOEFSUPPLUIFTFBSDIFT, BOEPOUIFIFBSJOHEBZXF
PCUBJOFE a judgment in 45 minutes. My junior staff and I
were impressed by the way the new Westlaw’s technology
helped us achieve UIJTKVEHNFOU in record time on the day.

3.
The Future

About Thomson Reuters

In my view, the less time we need to spend getting
conﬁdence that we’ve got the right answers, the more
time we can spend with our clients conveying the answers,
helping implement the answers, and helping them de-risk
their businesses.

Thomson Reuters provides legal professionals like you with
the content, technology and expertise you need to run your
ﬁrm or legal department. With the right legal software and
solutions, you can transform your workﬂow and the way
you practise the law. Beneﬁt from powerful legal research,
know-how and guidance, document automation and
practice management systems to manage your legal teams
and business effortlessly.

The only businesses that survive and thrive are businesses
that are committed to innovation. Even though we’re a
growing ﬁrm, we’re investing heavily in technology like most
progressive law ﬁrms are, and Westlaw will continue to join
us in that growth. We’re constantly looking for ways to be
more efﬁcient and to reach the nub of the answer as quickly
as possible. So, we see the new Westlaw as an integral
partner in our growth journey.

For more information about the new Westlaw, the nextgeneration Thomson Reuters Legal Research Solution,
go to legal.thomsonreuters.com.au/new-westlaw
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